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Abstract
Representing and reasoning about spatial terms is an essential ability for cognitive systems inter-
acting with humans in a shared environment. Consider an agent asked to remain “in the safe zone”
during a military engagement. The size, shape, and location of this area depends on the capabilities
of the agent, other agents in the scene, and the constraints imposed by the environment. We call
these types of regions context-dependent spatial regions (CDSRs) due to the context-dependent
nature of their extent. We claim that understanding these regions requires integrating semantic and
geometric knowledge about a dynamic environment as well as understanding how task-specific in-
formation influences spatial interpretation. We report the results of a human study conducted to
explore how people interpret three types of CDSRs and discuss the implications for developing
cognitive systems with this ability.

1. Introduction

Natural collaboration between humans and cognitive systems requires both participants to commu-
nicate using a shared understanding of spatial language. Cognitive systems can already understand
spatial terms defined in terms of coordinates on a map (Zender et al., 2008), or that can be specified
using known landmarks (Brenner et al., 2007). However, many spatial terms are defined not only by
their geometry, but also by their context. That is, to understand this language requires considering
the other objects and agents in the environment as well as their configuration, functional roles, and
goals. We call regions that can only be understood in this way context-dependent spatial regions
(CDSRs).

Consider the following regions shown in Figure 1: the front of a classroom, safety in a military
engagement, and a geographic bottleneck. To determine the extent of these regions, one must iden-
tify the physical boundaries (e.g., walls, bodies of water), the objects within the environment, their
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(a) “The front of the classroom”. (b) “The safe region for the scout”. (c) “The bottleneck”.

Figure 1: Examples of the spatial regions used as stimuli in our experiments.

orientation and their functional use (e.g., desks oriented toward a whiteboard), and other agents’
intentions and capabilities (e.g., enemy tanks can move and have a range of attack).

Understanding CDSRs is crucial to joint intelligent action with humans; among other reasons
they are frequently tied to goals and commands: “go to the front of the classroom”, “defend the
bottleneck”, and “get to safety”. We claim that (1) people can effectively communicate using these
regions and (2) the size, location and shape of these regions change with the context. To explore
these claims, we present the results of a human study in which people marked regions and rated
points representing CDSRs in three different environments in 13 different contexts. In discussing
the results, we consider the applicability of approaches from cognitive systems and robotics. We
posit that to account for this ability, a cognitive system must respond to changing context, apply
learned regions to new contexts, and reuse learned knowledge in multiple tasks. Current approaches
have a number of shortcomings that must be addressed not only to improve our understanding of
human spatial reasoning, but also to enable robust intelligent assistants in human environments.

2. Human Studies

We developed the study described below in order to examine the following questions about CDSRs:

1. Given a particular context, do people agree on the location and extent of a named CDSR?

2. Does changing the context in a given scenario predictably affect the CDSR?

Both of these research questions address the fundamental claim that CDSRs are contextually
defined. Question 1 addresses this claim by examining: (a) whether or not a CDSR is always
applicable in a given environment (e.g., does a classroom always have a front?), and (b) the variation
in CDSR placement and size within different contexts. Question 2 addresses the contextual nature of
CDSRs in terms of whether or not the variation in the location and extent of a CDSR systematically
follows the variations in the given context.

We developed two experimental tasks that each address both research questions:
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• Task 1: Subjects were presented with a visual representation of a spatial scene plus a linguistic
description containing a CDSR and were tasked with drawing a polygon on the visual stimulus
that defined the CDSR (or stating there was no such region).

• Task 2: Subjects were presented with a visual representation of a spatial scene with a marked
location and an accompanying spatial description and were asked to rate how well the location
fit with their understanding of the CDSR on a five point Likert scale.

We developed a set of visual stimuli depicting different contexts, and paired each with an ac-
companying linguistic description of a CDSR (see Figure 2). These stimuli were used in both Task
1 and 2. Throughout the rest of the paper we will use the labels from Figure 2 as the names for
the different stimuli. The stimuli can be broken into three groups based on the situation: (1) the
classroom stimuli were always accompanied by the spatial description “the front of the classroom”;
(2) the military engagement stimuli were always accompanied by the description “safety”; and (3)
the geographical map stimuli were always accompanied by the description “the bottleneck”.

The classroom stimuli consisted of pairs of floor plans and photos of classrooms with different
chair configurations. For example, Figure 2a is a floor plan of a classroom where the chairs have
been arranged in a circle and Figure 2b is the accompanying photo of this classroom. We developed
four different classroom stimuli each with a different layout of desks: a circular layout, a U-shaped
layout (Figure 2c and Figure 2d), a typical row-based layout with the first row of chairs close to
the expected front of the room (Figure 2f), and the same arrangement with the front row of chairs
further away from the expected front of the room (Figure 2e)1. To control for left-right bias effects,
two versions of the U-shaped layout (c), close rows layout (e) and far rows layout (f) were created
by horizontally flipping the images. Consequently, there were seven classroom stimuli (circle, U
× 2, close × 2, far × 2). The two geographical map stimuli, Figures 2g and 2h, differed in the
extent of the water. Finally, the four military engagement stimuli, Figures 2i, 2j, 2k, 2l varied the
functionality of the objects in the scene (tanks that could move versus fixed turret emplacements),
the location of the objects in the scenes (tanks close to the bottom of the image versus near the top),
and the layout of the objects (turrets in a row versus turrets in a row with a lone turret in front).

Participants and Procedure: The experiment was delivered online. Forty-three undergraduate
students from two third-level institutes took part in the study. To control for sequence effects the
order of the trials were randomised for each participant as was the order of the stimuli within each
trial.

2.1 Task 1 - Marking Region

In task one, the subject was asked to draw a polygon that defined the extent of the CDSR given or
to select a no region option. The drawing was done on the diagram in all stimuli with the class-
room photographs provided for reference in those situations. Subjects drew polygons by creating
a sequence of vertices with lines being automatically generated between them as the subject drew.
There was no upper bound placed on the number of line segments drawn, but subjects were required
to provide at least three line segments or to choose no region before continuing. We analyzed the re-

1. In the interest of saving space we do not show all the classroom photo stimuli.
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Figure 2: The stimuli used in the experiment.
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sults in two ways: measuring inter-annotator agreement and comparing features of CDSRs between
stimuli.

2.1.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

We tested two hypotheses concerning inter-annotator agreement. First, we expect fair to good over-
all agreement indicating that subjects share the interpretation of the CDSRs in the given contexts.
Second, we expect less agreement in ambiguous contexts (e.g., the circle (a) and U-shaped (c) desk
arrangements as well as the turret + 1 (l) military engagement configuration).

To measure the inter-annotator agreement between two subjects, we use Cohen’s kappa coeffi-
cient, κ, as follows. We generated a set of 47,000 test points that were uniformly distributed across
each stimulus and used each subject’s polygon to classify the test points as being inside or out-
side the polygon. After classifying the test points for each subject, we then computed an average
pairwise kappa score for each subject with all the other subjects on a per stimulus basis. In this
calculation, if either of the subjects in a pair entered a no region response for a particular stimulus a
κ value of 0 was used. κ ranges from 0 indicating no agreement to 1 indicating complete agreement.
Typically, scores above 0.4 are considered fair agreement and 0.75 considered excellent.

Stim ID Ambiguity Expected? Average Pairwise κ No Reg.
(h) N 0.5034 0
(g) N 0.4585 1
(k) N 0.4548 0
(f) N 0.3930 0
(i) N 0.3906 0
(e-flipped) N 0.3813 2
(j) N 0.3787 1
(f-flipped) N 0.3720 2
(e) N 0.3629 1
(l) Y 0.3164 0
(c) Y 0.2438 2
(c-flipped) Y 0.2414 4
(a) Y 0.0996 10

Table 1: The average pairwise κ scores and the number of no region response by visual stimulus.

Table 1 lists the average pairwise κ score for each of the visual stimulus used in the experiment
and the number of no region responses for each stimulus. It is clear from this table that the less
common stimuli have the lowest κ scores. Each of the non-typical regions, the turret +1 arrangement
(l), the u-shaped layouts (c and c-flipped), and the circle layout have kappa scores of less than 0.35.
Looking at the classroom results as a whole supports the hypothesis that the definition of CDSRs in
a given context is affected by the location and orientation of objects in the environment. An extreme
example of this relationship between the configuration of objects in a context and the meaning of
a CDSR is that our results indicate that the shared understanding of “the front of the room” breaks
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down in the classroom setting when the chairs in the room are moved into a circle configuration as
indicated by the fact that context (a) (Figure 2a) had an extremly low average pairwise agreement
of 0.0996).

2.1.2 Predicted Region Changes Across Stimuli

To assess the claim that changing contexts predictably affects the CDSRs, we identified six expected
relationships of region features between stimuli. For example, we expect the wider bottleneck (g)
to result in a larger area than (h), and, in the classroom, the maximum-X coordinate of the region
should be greater in the case where the desks are further away from the whiteboard (f) than (e).
CDSRs can be dynamic. Thus, in the move to safety scenario, we expect that people will simulate
the actions of the agents. Therefore, we expect the maximum-Y to be larger in the tanks scenario
(j) than the turrets (k) because the friendly tanks will pursue the enemy tanks. Similarly, we expect
maximum-Y coordinate to the be same in the two different turrets scenarios (k) and (l), because
people would simulate the results of the battle and realize that a single turret will not provide safety
against three tanks.

Expected Relationship Human Results
area(g) > area(h) 291.2 > 276.2*

maxX(f) > maxX(e) 176.1 > 167.1
minX(e-flipped) > minX(f-flipped) 336.1 > 321.3*

maxY(i) > maxY(j) 304.64 > 265.04*
maxY(j) > maxY(k) 265.04 > 251.71
maxY(k) = maxY(l) 265.04 != 290.03

Table 2: Comparison of the expected relationships to the mean human responses. *Significance
value from t-test (p<0.1).

Table 2 compares the expected relationships between the CDSR features between stimuli. In five
of the six comparisons, the expected relationships were found, supporting our claim that changes
of context systematically affect the perceived extent of a CDSR. The last two rows of the table
evaluate our hypothesis that people are simulating the actions of others in defining the extent of
the CDSR. The comparison between the maximum-Y coordinate of the safety area with tanks (j)
versus turrets (k) provides some evidence, although not statistically significant, that subjects were
simulating actions of other agents in the scene. In the last row, we did not observe the expected
relationship between the row of turrets (k) and turrets +1(l). The average maximum-Y was greater
for the turret +1 stimuli indicating that people felt that the single turret provided protection from
the enemy tanks. As discussed in the previous section, we expected some ambiguity in this trial as
people likely have different models for the capabilities of the different units in this scenario.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: The pre-selected locations for each domain used in the Type 2 Trials.

2.2 Task 2 - Rating Points

In task two, the subject was asked to rank three points on a five point Likert scale with respect to
how well the location of the point matched the given CDSR, or select not applicable. The location of
these points was informed by the results of a pilot study, such that one of the domain’s points, called
the sweetspot, was located near the expected prototypical center of the CDSR. In the classroom
domain, the three points were located along the horizontal line that bisected the stimulus with P1
positioned on the left of the stimulus, P2 in the center and P3 on the right of the stimulus. This
provides comparable data points between the trials where the classroom stimuli were horizontally
flipped. In the geography situations, P1 was positioned in the top left corner of the stimulus, P2 was
the expected sweetspot and was located within the expected bottleneck region for both stimulus and
P3 was located in the bottom right corner of the stimulus. In the military engagement domain the
three test points were located on the vertical line that bisected the stimulus: P1 was located near
the enemy tanks, P3 was located with all friendly units between it and the enemy tanks and P2 was
located near the center of the image. The locations are shown in Figure 3.

2.2.1 Sweetspots

Our hypothesis was that the expected sweetspots would score highest among the three points in
all situations, and this would demonstrate broad agreement between participants concerning the
locations of the CDSRs. Table 3 lists the average Likert scores for the different points in each
context. In all contexts, the expected sweetspot received the maximum average Likert rating that
was statistically significant using one-tailed two-sample t-tests (p < .05). To control for left–right
bias, we compared the ratings of sweetspots in the classroom stimuli (c), (e), and (f) with their
flipped variants. There was no statistical difference between the stimuli and their flipped variants.
These Likert ratings on individual stimuli support the claim that people are able to agree on the
locations of CDSRs with changing context.

2.2.2 Between Stimuli Comparisons

To assess the claim that changing contexts predictably affects the CDSRs, we can compare the
ratings of points between stimuli. In the classroom domain, we assume that part of the definition of
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Map g h
P1 1.1707 1.1707
P2 4.6667 4.7561
P3 1.85 1.585

Classroom a c c-flipped e e-flipped f f-flipped
P1 3.5122 4.7073 1.244 4.7561 1.2439 4.8292 1.1463
P2 2.6341 2.9024 2.9268 2.0000 1.8500 2.0976 2.3171
P3 1.9024 1.3571 4.6429 1.2439 4.7073 1.2750 4.6585

Military i j k l
P1 1.1951 1.0952 1.0714 1.2327
P2 4.3902 2.2927 2.7804 3.1667
P3 4.9024 4.5122 4.6585 4.7073

Table 3: Average Likert ratings per point by situation and stimulus.

the front of the room is where one would stand when teaching a class, therefore, we expected the
rating for the center point, P2, to be higher in the U-shaped scenario (c) than the rows scenarios (e)
and (f). This is confirmed in the results from Table 3. In the military domain, in stimulus (i), the
friendly tanks are positioned between the P2 point and the enemy tanks, whereas, in stimulus (j),
the P2 point is in no-man’s land†. Given this change in context one would expect a higher ranking
for the P2 point in context (i) than in context (j). This is confirmed in Table 3 and is statistically
significant (p < .05). To assess the extent of participants use of simulation in determining the
context, we compare the subject’s ratings of the no-man’s land point between the tanks (j) and the
turrets (k) stimuli as well as between the turrent (k) and turrets +1 (l). The mobility of the friendly
tanks should increase the size of the safe area over time resulting in higher ratings in stimulus (j)
than stimulus (k). The single turret should offer only temporary protection against the enemy tank
force, therefore it should not increase the safety rating. Neither of these results were found in Table
3. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, we expected ambiguity with the turrets +1 stimuli. The difference
in the rating of P2 between the tanks and turrets scenario provides two alternative explanations
regarding how participants interpreted the context: (1) the turrets were viewed as superior defensive
units and, thus, better able to provide safety, or (2) the turrets being fixed could not move away, and
thus, establish a more permanent CDSR for safety. Further experiments are needed to explore these
hypotheses.

2.3 Discussion

Taken together, these results support the following conclusions. First, people are able to agree on
location and area of CDSRs. This agreement is reduced in situations where the domain knowledge
of the context is ambiguous, such as, the circular desk arrangement or the defensive capabilities
of a single turret. Second, changing the context predictably changes the subjects assessments of
location, shape, and size of the CDSR. These results were supported by tasks involving people

†. We use the term no-man’s land to describe the unoccupied and contested area between the opposing forces.
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labeling regions as well as rating individual points. On the other hand, our experiments produced
mixed results concerning our hypothesis that people use simulation to evaluate dynamic changes
to CDSRs. Further studies are required to control for the domain knowledge of the participants
exploring this question.

3. Applicability of Previous Work to CDSRs

Whilst spatial reasoning has been an active topic in AI and robotics for decades, the properties we
have demonstrated for CDSRs (i.e. that they vary systematically with the function and configuration
of objects, plus the agents interacting with them) are not addressed by previous work. Thus it
is not possible to take existing work and build a cognitive system capable of reasoning about, or
communicating with, CDSRs. The remainder of this section reviews related previous work with
reference to the requirements of modelling CDSRs.

Regions are central to qualiative spatial reasoning (QSR) (Cohn & Hazarika, 2001). Regions
can either have crisp boundaries, usually defined by geometric shapes (e.g. the bounding boxes of
visually tracked objects (Sridhar, Cohn, & Hogg, 2010)), or vague boundaries created qualitatively
by multiple crisp regions (e.g. the ‘egg-yolk model’ (Cohn & Gotts, 1996)) or by thresholding an
underlying spatially-mapped function (e.g. those created by potential fields (Brenner et al., 2007;
Kelleher & Costello, 2009) or by Gaussian kernels (Burbridge & Dearden, 2012)). The fundamental
decision when creating a computational model of a CDSR is the method used to represent its bound-
ary. Given their context-dependent nature, boundary definitions based purely on single geometric
shapes or a fixed number of points seem unlikely to model the regions with sufficient flexibility.

However, arbitrary boundaries can be defined using a sequence of geometric primitives (usually
straight lines), as in chain codes for image region representations (Freeman, 1961). This is an ap-
proach we followed in previous work (Hawes et al., 2012), where we defined CDSRs using anchor
points (Klenk et al., 2011) as the vertices of region polygons, thereby linking the regions to per-
ceived objects. While satisfying the requirements of a cognitive systems solution, considering the
application of this model to the results of our experiment illustrates two limitations. First, regions
are not always physically bounded by objects. In the classroom examples, people frequently did not
extend the front of the room all the way to the desks. Second, people consider dynamics part of the
context, e.g. in stimuli (l), people did not indicate that it was safe behind the lone turret in front of
the others.

The connection between spatial regions and function has been explored in other robotics work,
e.g. (Karg & Kirsch, 2012; Fasola & Matarić, 2013), but these regions are based on fields anchored
at single points in the environment or on a particular object. Such a representation cannot account
for the changes in context shown in this experiment, changes which depend on multiple objects,
agents, and function.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a human study which explored the requirements for reasoning about
context-dependent spatial regions in a cognitive system. We found that (1) people can communi-
cate with CDSRs, although their ability to do so decreases when situations become ambiguous and
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(2) varying the location and types of the objects and agents in an environment produced changes
in the location, size, and shape of the CDSR. We posit that a cognitive system should be able to
learn new regions, account for changing contexts, and apply this knowledge in multiple reasoning
tasks. Solutions to this problem will significantly improve the interaction between people and intel-
ligent systems in human environments with applications to domestic robots, security, and activity
recognition.
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